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Abstract- The data preprocessing is helpful in
removing noise, inconsistency in the given data and
produce quality data. The output of the data
preprocessing is then given to refinement of
existing algorithm that can later applied over the
data structures called external sorting, optimal
binary search trees, and pattern matching
algorithms. In external sorting(first case), user data
entered can be qualified using Data preprocessing,
then separate algorithms used to different data items
such as numeric and alphabets. In Optimal binary
search trees (second case), user entered data can be
made quality data using data preprocessing (second
case), then refined algorithm used over the data
elements that produce OBSTs separately for
numeric items, and String items. In pattern
matching (third case), user entered data can be
made quality data, then refined algorithm used over
the text which immediately finds out index for the
pattern along with history of indices for the
substring which further helpful in manual
identification of the given pattern in the large given
text. The results and graphs were also demonstrated
based on certain examples. This also differentiates
between time complexities obtained of the existing
and proposed algorithm used over the data
structures such as external sorting, OBST, and
pattern matching.
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I. Introduction
Certain data structures are taken into
consideration such as external sorting, pattern
matching, and optimal binary search trees. These
data structures also used in important real time
applications such as bank applications in which
account information going to be sorted based on
balance, or date of opening the account, or based on
IFSC Code etc. where external sorting is used. The
other applications such as finding a particular data
in the huge amount of related data like gas holders
information or PAN card information where pattern
matching is used. The last but not least applications
such as construction of decision induction trees or
binary search trees where optimal binary search
trees are used so that visual effect gives more
meaning simply than lot of English like statements.
A. External Sorting: It is the data structure
required whenever the data stored in external
storage devices such as tape, disk, drum etc. The
existing algorithm consumes more number of disk
accesses, more runs, more input and output costs.
The time complexity 2*N* (log B (N/M) + 1) where
N is number of items in the data set, B is order of
sorting such as 2-way or 3-way or k-way etc. and M
is initial run size been reduced still further after data
preprocessing is applied on the initial data set and
modified algorithm is applied on that data set. The
output of this is producing sorted data elements in
less than than 2*N* (log B (N/M) + 1). The related
works on this are:
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Firstly, certain types of lemmas are used to achieve
efficient external sorting but it works on only one
disk model although it takes less Input / Output
operations than normal merge sort. Secondly, the
external sorting applied on the data although that
are of disk accesses or inputs / outputs costs are
huge compared to disk accesses on data without
redundancy. The time complexity of k-way merging
and poly-phase merging on the data that possess
redundancy are also taking more time. But polyphase is somehow reduce time compared to k-way
merge sorting.
To perform external sorting efficiently, first data
preprocessing should be applied which process the
initial data set and produce quality data. Then,
refined existing algorithm is used to sort that data.
The output is sorted data elements in less time
compared to earlier external sorting techniques.Data
preprocessing separates the data based on the type
such as numeric, alphabetic, and string type.
Based on type, sorting is applied but this preserves
original count of content.
B. Efficient Pattern Matching: In this data
structure, a pattern is searched in the huge given
text, outputs the index of the pattern. There are
existing methods used which are all search the
pattern only once whether it exists in multiple
places.
The related works on this are Brute Force which
compare pattern with every character of the text
until match is found, Boyer more which computes
last occurrence function that decides from which
index in the text, the pattern going to be searched,
KMP computes failure function that also determines
from which position in the text, the pattern going to
be searched. All these search the pattern only once
in text. The other method Robin Karp used to search
the pattern in the text and produce indices for the

pattern that was found in the text and also search
multiple patterns in the text. The disadvantages are
time became worst when pattern is of large size,
works by converting text and pattern into decimals,
and many patterns have same has function.
The time complexity is reduced by introducing data
preprocessing on the initial data set and refined
pattern matching with the help of one time look
indexing is used. This maintains the indices for the
substrings of given pattern. This history helps to
search a pattern in single time or in very less time
compared to earlier methods.
C. Optimal Binary Search Trees: In this data
structure, many unnecessary attributes are
computed. This is going to be reduced by using post
dynamic programming. Initially, the clean data set
is going to be obtained using data preprocessing
method. The time complexity taken by this method
is reduced significantly.
The related works on this are as follows:
Technique
Randomization

Using sets

Greedy

Traditional
Dynamic
Programming
Proposed
Dynamic
Programming
(Post DP)

Advantage
Simple, easy
and mandatory
task

Disadvantage
Takes more time in
giving right tree with
minimum cost

Optimal sub- Expensive in avoiding
structures
overlapping
subproblems
Guarantee the Using Recursion cause
optimal
in
each case
Giving a tree Leads
many
optimally
Unnecessary
computations
Gives a tree
optimally with
NIL
little
time
complexity

Table 1: Related Methods advantages and
disadvantages for OBSTs
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To perform efficient construction of OBST, First
data preprocessing is applied on the initial data set
that produce clean data set. Later, Refined Dynamic
Programming is developed which is also called post
Dynamic Programming. It has same characteristics
as Dynamic Approach but it starts computing from
best attribute that gives minimum cost, the next
nodes are computed from there onwards.
II. Proposed Methods
The existing algorithms used over external sorting,
pattern matching, and optimal binary search trees
are refined and data preprocessing algorithm is
developed before construction of data structure. The
Pseudo codes for each case are as follows:
A. Development of Data preprocessing and
refinement of existing external sorting:
First data preprocessing is applied on the initial data
set and later refined pattern matching is applied
where former gives clean data without noise and
latter gives history of indices first and then finds the
pattern in the given text in O(1) time.
These procedures are described neatly through the
following flow charts.
The flowchart to apply data preprocessing is as
below:

The flowchart to perform external sorting is as
below:
Start

Declare variables, tapes as arrays or pointer arrays based on data type
read data from first input tape or page

sort them and write on output tapes

read first runs from output tapes/pages, sort and merge and write
on input tapes/pages alternatively
read first runs from input tapes/pages, and write on output tapes
/pages alternatively

N
o

check whether last
runs were read

Y
o

all sorted data deposited on single output tape or page
End

Start

Figure 2.A.2 : External Sorting Steps
Declare variables based on type of data
numeric
check type of
data

string

alphanumeric
eliminate
duplication

separate data into integer
data and character data

eliminate
duplication

B. Development of data preprocessing method
and refining existing algorithm as Dynamic
Pattern matching algorithm with the help of
onetime look indexing:
In this, first data
preprocessing applied on the initial data set which
produce clean data set. Later, refined pattern
matching along with onetime look indexing is used
which reduce time complexity significantly greatly.
The following flow chart gives the working
procedure:

eliminate duplication in both types
produce data set with unique keys

Start

End

Figure 2.A.1: Development of Data Preprocessing
methodology

Call Data Preprocessing Module in order to
produce clean data set

A
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Call Refined Pattern Matching method which takes
help of onetime look indexing method
End

The dynamic pattern matching procedure is
depicted in the following flow graph which takes
the help of one time look indexing method is as
follows:

Figure 2.B.1: Procedure of Efficient Pattern Matching
Start

First step, the data preprocessing works as follows:
Read pattern, declare two dimensional array dsubstringind[][],
declare temp which is a copy of tac - output of DP_Dataclean()

Start

Read text from user

take substrings of pattern from
patternsize/2+1 until
patternsize-1 is reached

repeat read until end
char is reached

T

check
with „( „

take s as substring of pattern [0 topatternsize/2+i]

F

check
with' „

check with temp for a
substring

if it is
char

check
with „) „

place its index in dsubstringind[j][z]=p where first index
j is 0, z-=0 initially, p is starting index of substring

count the
spaces

pop the
stack

push into
stack
replace all
grouped
spaces with
single space

z=z+1

p==-1

stack
empty

take next substring of pattern, increment j inorder to
store next substring indexes.
for each first dimension,temp is [0 to tac.length()] for first
time and for second time should be from
tac[dsubstringind[j][z] to tac.length()]

store in
tac string
Display text of clean string

IV. Results with examples
displaydsubstrinind[][]

End
End

Figure 2.B.2: Application of Data preprocessing approach

Figure 2.B.3: Dynamic Pattern matching with the
help of one time look indexing
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C. Development of Data preprocessing and
refinement of optimal binary search trees:
The initial data set can be refined first using data
preprocessing which eliminates redundancy and
separates the elements of different type. Later, Post
dynamic programming is applied which avoid
unnecessary computations and reduce computation
time greatly.The following illustrates data
preprocessing:

A

Call the calculation of weight and cost of only
related entries (i,j)

Construct OBST based on the ranks returned. The
nodes of a tree are taken (i,r-1) and (r,j) knowledge
if the root entry is (i,j) = r and is recursively applied

Start
End

Declare variables based on type of data

Figure 2.C.2: Post Dynamic Programming

string

numeric
check type
ofdata

III. Results and Comparison

alphabets
eliminate
duplication

eliminate
duplication

produce data set with unique keys

eliminate
duplication

produce data set
with unique keys

Call Binary Search Tree
Construction Approach

Call Post Dynamic
Programming

End

The results for each data structure is
illustrated based on existing and refinement of
existing methods based on examples. The examples
are taken from Results column in the papers [17,18]
for external sorting, [40,41,42] for pattern matching,
and [59,60,61] for post dynamic computation. The
time complexities observed for existing and
proposed methods are demonstrated below:
Data
Structure

Existing
Method
Drawbacks,
time
complexities
incurred

External
Sorting

More no. of
input
and
output
costs,
no. of runs, no.
of passes
For
redundancy
involved

Figure 2.C.1: Application of Data Preprocessing approach

The following demonstrates the post dynamic
Programming:
Start

Take the initial weights, costs, and ranks are zero
Call rank of last level computation because which
helps to pick root node

Refinement of
existing method
using
data
preprocessing
advantages and
their
time
computations
Redundancy
eliminated,
Minimum no. of
passes, runs, disk
accesses
are
consumed. The
estimated costs
are
36
disk

A
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inexample
Considered:

IV. Conclusion

accesses, 2 runs,
3 passes

2*N* (log B
(N/M) + 1)= 120
disk accesses, 7
runs, 4 passes

Pattern
Matching

Unable
to
process
for
second
time
pattern search
in single search
by
certain
methods, one
method search
multiple
patterns
but
involve
overhead
For
considered
Example:
Brute Force:21
Boyer
Moore:10
KMP:20
Robin Karp:21

Able to search
given pattern in
the text in al
occurrences and
also
produce
history
of
substring indices
for future need.
For considered
Example:
Dynamic
PM
using one time
look indexing:
O(1)

Optimal
Binary
Search Trees

More
space,
more
computation
time
For
Considered
Example:
Space=
45*sizeof(item)
Time= 4 *
sizeof(item)

Less space, less
computation
time.
For Considered
Example:
Space:
O(15*3)=45
Time: O(4 * 3 + 5
for initial variables
+
some
intermediate
variables assume
k) < 45

Table 3.1: Comparison among existing and
proposed methods

The background data structures used in most
of applications such as banking where external
sorting is used, finding a particular candidate gas
details in huge gas members information or finding
a pan data in huge information where pattern
matching is used, construction of real time scenarios
for a lot of detailed descriptions where optimal
binary search trees are used. These are also used in
most of other suitable applications. Implementation
of these might helpful to apply in many new
applications as indirect data structures. For external
sorting, data preprocessing eliminates redundancy
and preserves the data set. Then, a refined algorithm
is applied separately for numeric, alphabets, and
strings. For redundant data, existing algorithm
won‟t have capability to process the data set in
certain odd times and proposed algorithm applied
merge sorting separately on the each category of
different data items. For Pattern matching, existing
algorithms won‟t find a pattern for second time in
single attempt by certain algorithms and involve
overhead by Robin Karp method although it search
multiple patterns at a time. The time complexity
consumed by proposed Dynamic Approach is
significantly reduced and history of the substrings
of the given pattern also recorded. For OBSTs, the
existing methods take more time and involve space
for unnecessary computations. The proposed
initially eliminate the redundancy in the data set and
construct the efficient OBST for the given strings
and binary trees for numeric and alphabets but
designing OBST for the given strings is done in less
time and space also saved using Post Dynamic
Computing.
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